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wire frames

Wire frames are a neccessity when building a web site. 
With out wire frames it would be impossible to build a 
foundation for your architecture.
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wire frames

Wire frames also give the client a realistic image of ex-
actly what the finished web page will look like. The wire 
frame outlines what the graphics and text will embody. 
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site map
The site map gives us a detalied 
outlook of the overlay of the web 
site. It is a key element to the site’s 
architecture and is quite similiar.
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                    concept 1                                                concept 2

basis for prototype
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goals The goals for the prototype 
will primarily consist of 
cleaning up the visual ap-
pearance of the web site 
while making the naviga-
tion and interface more 
effective. This will include 
enhanced contrast of the 
text and background color.

          current website                                      prototype  
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screen shots
<hom
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image boards

The image boards provide the client 
with an idea of the final art work that 
will be displayed for each individual 
page. This is vital considering the 
types of photos, graphics and art-
work will apply a certain feel and 
mood to the web site.



features
For our prototype we will be combining various features from both initial 
concepts. This will allow us to integrate the best of both worlds into one 
superior web site.

<rollovers

<navigation

<layout

<search engine



refined inter activity

The inter activity has 
been improved and 
simplified so that its 
navigation will be easy 
to operate by any user.old site

vs.

new site



prototype

              current web site                                    redesigned web site


